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The River Knows Everything
I am only a ferryman
and it is my task to take people across and to all of them
my river has been nothing but a hindrance on their journey.
They have traveled for money and business, to weddings and on pilgrimages;
the river has been in their way and the ferryman was there
to take them quickly across the obstacle. However, amongst the thousands
there have been four or five, to whom the river was not an obstacle.
They heard its voice and listened to it, and the river has become holy
to them, as it has to me. The river has taught me to listen;
you will learn from it too. The river knows everything;
one can learn everything from it.
-- Hermann Hesse, Siddartha
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About This Book

This book is for you because you define your presence from

While this book is unapologetically personal to me, my hope

the inside out. You see yourself as an instrument of positive

is also that these images and words will stimulate your own

change in this world of ours. You may be a leader within an

reflections and your power to act, to push off from the shores

organization, or work in the name of social justice,

of the past in order to cross whatever divides you from your

environmentalism, community building, humanitarian

own truest Self.

causes, or sustainability. You may work quietly, bringing
peace. You may offer your art, your parenting, or your

I have found that one of the best ways to learn is through

healing friendship. In all, and no matter what your worldly

metaphor and image. Purely neutral, expository prose,

role, you bring your awareness of your own unfolding spirit

scraped free of any poetics, can limit imagination and keep

to the day-to-day acts of your life. You know that to fulfill

us too tightly bound to the past. Without symbolic language

your purposes you cannot adopt a false confidence, but must

we may not be able to overcome the cultural conditioning

find your passionate truth within and follow a personal

that we have internalized, especially the conditioning of the

thread wherever it takes you.

intellect, which can be hollow and self-referencing. In its
small way, this book aims to help re-open a portal to older,

As a leadership consultant, I have had the honor to help

more evocative sources of insight.

many wonderful people and I have learned much from them
along the way. But we all know there are times when we

It is said that a journey always begins with doorways, one

learn less from one another than from ourselves. At some

closing, another opening. An over-used metaphor, it is

point, we must all learn to use this raft of Self to cross the

comforting nonetheless, is it not, to know that the human

rivers that have entered our lives, addressing challenges that

spirit, the genius within, refuses to sit still?

can only be faced alone. For such rivers, we find ourselves to
be both the passenger and the one who ferries us across. And

It must have its passage. And a passage is a sacred thing.

if we can still our own anxieties enough, we may learn to
listen to the river and, in turn, learn "everything" from it.
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One Door, Many Doors

Simply to say "Yes" to the journey is the heart's first

before he could do so, he heard the voice of God call

and most profound point of embarkation. After that,

his name. "Why the heck do you need a mountaintop,

many things may go into the fire: outworn

Abel?" demanded the voice. Abel realized he could not

perspectives, possessions one no longer wants to own,

answer this question and immediately understood the

relationships with people once held dear -- all

egocentricity of his goal.

attachments. There is no safe way to depart an old
life. Crossing the river forces us to pack light.

Why, indeed, when each moment is a mountain-top?
Why, indeed, when wisdom hovers constantly nearby,

Of all attachments, the heaviest are those that reflect

available at any second? One door leads to another

our illusions about ourselves. One door leads to

and another, the thoughts, the moments themselves

another, and when finally we think we have reached

calling us constantly forward.

the end of the passage, a slight twist of vision takes us
down yet another corridor, toward another birth and

A voice speaks to each of us. A voice speaks through

yet another.

each of us. Do we need to name it God in order to
listen? Or do we only need to know the true voice of

One day I found myself sitting next to a man on an

our own path and vocation, and how to separate this

airplane. His name was Abel. Like the Ancient

true voice from those of our own self-deceptions?

Mariner in Samual Taylor Coleridge's famous poem,
he would not let me pass until I had heard his story.

I listened as Abel spoke. Here is what he told me:

One day, it seems, he won a lot of money at a betting

8

track and decided to buy the top of a mountain in

"You cannot find the truth unless you make your whole

Puerto Rico where he might meditate on his life. But

life the truth."

9
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Making Your Whole Life the Truth

It is always easy to claim our allegiance to the truth, but

"Down to the deepest depths I peered

can we in our hearts claim to have found it? The fire

I know I hung on that windy tree,

that burns away our illusions leaves a fine ash that must

Swung there for nine long nights

be cleansed in the waters of the river we are crossing.

Wounded by my own blade

Our skin displays its telltale scars, but what is the

Bloodied for Odin.

meaning of the pain we have endured? Unless we know

Myself an offering to myself

the answer, the search goes on and on.

Bound to the tree
That no man knows

We are all like Odin, the Norse hero, immortalized.

Wither the roots of it ran.

Twelve hundred years ago his renown was captured by
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nameless poets who understood that the search for

None gave me bread.

meaning is the most serious and dangerous undertaking

None gave me drink.

a human being can engage in. Only those truly pure of

Down to the deepest depths I peered

heart return with anything of value. In Odin's case, he

Until I spied the Runes.

discovered the Runes, a language written in stones to

With a roaring cry I seized them up

foretell our personal meaning.

Then dizzy and fainting I fell.

Indeed, what does the phrase, "pure of heart" really

Well-being I won

mean? And what deep gift are we searching for? When

And wisdom, too.

you are ready, you will do anything to find out the

From a word to a word

answers. Odin hung himself by one foot in a tree, so

I was led to a word.

powerful was his search.

From a deed to another deed."
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Leaf

It fell

and touches down,

toward some

so suddenly.

one side

disintegration

One moment

to face the dark waters

or dawn,

the wind

swiftly moving,

its being

tugged against it,

one upturned

only this

a small flag attached

to the light

one true love

to a strong limb,

and the fragrances

flowing,

the next it fell

of the world.

flowing.

fluttering away,

It floats

a terrible loss.

so quickly away

Perhaps yes perhaps

in the current,

but freely now

through the rocks

heading toward

swinging

transfiguration

lightly around,

it falls

effortlessly

to the river

moving

13
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One True Love
What has led any of us to this moment? What has led us here and

against it. Being okay with themselves is contingent on external

now? What strange, suble combination of factors, what altering and

accomplishments, stature, power, pay or possessions (and sometimes

irreversible experiences have carried us so quickly, rushing toward

their families are treated as possessions). I am sure you know

and over the falls? There are things we cannot come back from,

people like this. With everything they have, they seem to have so

decisions we cannot remake, doors we have closed that cannot be

little. They may have gained the world, but actually receive

re-opened. We define ourselves by the flow and continuity of these

little of it.

choices. And we also define ourselves by the things that have
happened to us; the things we didn't choose, but were simply part of

The flow finds us at the moment we have to make our toughest

our fate. Intertwined, inseparable, choice and fate make up the

decisions. It finds us the moment we ask "Why?" -- when our path

flow of what some would call destiny. Our thread.

becomes strange or difficult or filled with fear. Often, at the
greatest point of our lostness, if we wait and listen carefully, we

When I have talked with those who have experienced true spiritual

hear the flowing, living water and know which way we are to turn.

revelation, whether touching a place of infinite peace or of perfect
redemption, one thing seems clear: hidden within this flow there is

But the trick, of course, is the waiting and the listening, the

always a love for us; and it carries us and flows through us

patience required to notice everything and to drop our mental

constantly. You don't have to be a Christian or Buddhist or

presumptions. The Buddha was known for saying, "Waiting is the

Muslim to know this. Moment to moment, the process of our lives

hardest thing." Instead of listening, we rush headlong from the

reveals this thread, this movement of love behind the circumstances

house of our being, searching for familiar voices, familiar answers.

we choose or we happen to face. The love goes with us through

And in doing so, we leave behind walls where a new passageway

what is safe or risky, what is full of happiness or tragedy, on its

might have opened; leave the trapdoor to the foundations nailed

inevitable way to the sea.

shut; forget about the key to the private gardens of our own inner
self, where as in a sanctuary, the stream still flows...

Many of those I have been privileged to work with do not believe
in this flow of love. They do not feel it. They may even work

15
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Receiving

During a troubled time I lay awake, allowing myself

become a resource for everyone but myself. In fact, I

to receive the universe, letting it pour into me. Now

was like a stray dog, unable to accept even a small

and forever after that portal is open. Of course it had

hand-out without growling.

been there all along. But I hadn't noticed; didn't know
I could open up. I thought such things were fantasy.

I stopped looking outside myself for things that
couldn't be found there. I stopped looking inside myself

Imagination, the poet Wallace Stevens said, is a

for things that couldn't be found there, either.

"necessary angel." There is a place we touch another

Without outer or inner, I had to let in something new.

side of life, or it unexpectedly touches us. The only
thing essential to finding this place is the willingness to

All night I received and in the morning I didn't get up

receive. Once the message has been delivered,

and go back to work. I found that a friend had sent

imagination itself is transformed.

me these lines from the 13th century:

What message?
When it came it was a unique expression of everything
I was unable to give myself. By contrast I knew that
my mind and heart had become a one-way
transmitter. There was no place to listen, and I had

16

Today, like every day, we wake up empty and scared.
Don't open the door to the study and begin reading.
Take down the dulcimer.
Let the beauty we love be what we do.
There are hundreds of ways to kneel and kiss the ground.
Rumi
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The Man on the Bicycle

He rides far off down the beach, speeding across a

He knows everything still waits for him. In fact his

pure immensity of space. He is completely open, the

greatest work is still ahead. His family, his bills, his

fresh wind blowing through him, cleansing him of

house, his job -- what Zorba the Greek called "the full

every thought. Just being here is enough, feeling the

catastrophe." He knows he has to go back, pack the

cool morning air rush by, his ears filled with the surf,

car, drive home, go to work on Monday.

as if whole galaxies of stars were crashing down and
spreading out across the sand before him. Just being

And yet he knows at last he is living another life -- that

here is freedom.

belongs to him alone. He is clear. He is
transforming. He has the makings of a vision. He has

Not always is his life this open, or his heart. But

begun to change and free himself in all his directions.

something in the sea-space scours him. Sadness and

Ah, and today, here, he has come to the very edge of

anger are left behind. His fears and depressions. The

his being and said yes to everything. Momentarily out

world is new and joyful. He can smell it. He can taste

of breath and stopped on the sand, he looks directly

his own origins. The decision that kept him awake

into the wind and feels with deep pleasure how his

night after night has been made for good or ill. He

whole being is finally learning to ride forward.

has chosen.
The rocks ahead seem an emblem for his spirit,
magnificent animals rising at the edge of an entire
continent.

20
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6 Vision

To hold a vision for yourself means that you have

excellence and individuality of their work and the ways

unleashed your heart. It means you have found the seed

in which they influence their environments. Use these

of what is truly unique in you and in those around you,

observations as touchstones for your own process of

and you have painted a picture of the tree that grows

unfolding leadership.

from that seed. You cannot find the seed alone. You
have to talk with everyone around you.

Vision is finding the seed and letting the seed grow
inside and outside. Don't worry about the size of the

If you want to lead an organization, it means you have

seed; it says nothing about the size of the tree. Look for

to talk to the people who are the organization. You

one with real life in it, one that is so close to you it

have to welcome them at the front door and say

seems almost too easy, too second nature. Look for one

goodnight to them in the parking lot as they leave. You

in your own secret garden.

must talk to them about their hopes and dreams and
then search your own, allowing yourself to be touched

One way to find the seed is to ask yourself this question:

by their stories. It is up to you to create an image of

"What is the real meaning of my work?"

what could be accomplished. It isn't about being the
best at this or that; it is about what is unique and

This was the question I asked myself when I began my

meaningful in what you all could be and do together --

own search for the seed. I got a life-changing answer

for one another and for the world.

back from the universe. I was told that the real change
agents in the world were silence, beauty, timelessness,

If you are a parent or an artist or a political activist,

and community. Out of this message, this seed, I have

the process is the same. Talk to those around you, other

built my vision and my life. Ah, there is so much to say

parents, other artists, other activists. Notice the

about each of these change agents, these angels.
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7

The Secret Garden

The journey into the self is sometimes conceived as a

window, almost in a daydream. The May sun was

journey to a barren place, or worse, a trip to meet

shining through falling snow. Suddenly, my mental

one's demons. But there is another truth. The

horizons seemed to slip into a different mode. I

passage into the self can also be an invitation to a

thought I saw a monk in robes walking up the path

secret garden. In a world in which everyone judges

toward my cabin. The monk was carrying the

one another and we are often our own worst critics,

weather with him, as if today he thought it might be

we may have to use a little imagination to find a place

good to let both sun and snowflakes simultaneously

of radical self-care and affirmation. The Spanish poet,

enter his garden. In a moment that vision was gone,

Antonio Machado, laments for himself: "What have

but another appeared when I turned to face the room

you done with the garden that was entrusted to you?"

behind me. Suddenly it had filled with flowers. Every

It is all too easy to lose the inner garden to our outer

wall was covered and their scent was enough to make

demands and conflicts.

me cry.

The bowl of the plumeria symbolizes this inner garden.

One person's inner garden can be another's for awhile.

I found the bowl at a fruit stand on the road to Hana

It is said that when a person is really struggling with a

on Maui. Any guest who bought fruit was welcome to

dilemma, the best thing is not to speak but simply to

take a flower for her hair.

sit in silence together. Sometimes, when it seems my
own garden is no better than a barren pit, heaped

24

One time I had another experience with flowers. I

with stones, just being quiet helps the renewal begin.

was facilitating a workshop in the Wyoming

All our inner gardens, afterall, come from another

mountains and there was a long break while

greater garden, although for a troubled moment, we

participants worked on their own. I sat looking out a

may have forgotten the way there.
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8 The Stones We Throw
Forrest Gump says to Ginny, his beloved, "Sometimes

For many of us, the abuse was not so obvious. Maybe

there just aren't enough stones to throw." He means that

there was a tone or style to interactions, a pattern of guilt

when the pain of the past wants to conquer us, sometimes

or shaming, or of other humiliations in a family system

the only thing we can do is keep picking up those rocks

that fit together as tightly as a jigsaw puzzle, leaving little

and flinging them. This act can remind of us our

room for the genuine you. Because the patterns were

ultimate freedom from the pain, even as we keep aiming

mostly unconscious, they became especially penetrating.

at an image from the past.

There can be a lot of unfinished business.

One day, a certain gentleness of spirit will enable us to

I look at my own son and daughter. And I understand

stop throwing. A slender thread of music; a medicine

that I, too, have propagated a kind of damage. Of

that heals; a heart that finds us, loving us more greatly

course, they are loved. But I am also involved in the

than what has been done to us.

work they, too, must do in order to be whole. They,
too, will have stones to throw at the house of their origin.

If you have not examined the damage in your life, I say
examine it. If there is hurt, I say, feel it. Not to become

When children are small, you catch the stones they throw

an addict to the wounds -- which is always possible and a

at you. When they are older, we have to listen more

risk -- but to acknowledge once and for all that you, too,

carefully because some of what is said illuminates deeper,

are alive in the full range of your experience. You don't

harsher truths about ourselves.

have to numb out parts of yourself. When you find the
hurt parts (or they find you), they always bring with them

We see our children, but do we really see them?

a gift or two.

Suddenly, they take their place in the world. Yesterday,
they were all innocence. Today, they dance in the light

Ginny sends the stones toward the house of her origin

and shadows of their own lives.

where her father abused her. This is obvious damage.
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9 The Dance of Light and Dark
A person's life is a dance. A flowing movement, a

Her good and her bad are in the ritual dance, her skilled

pattern and a breaking pattern, a turn and a reverse.

and unskilled selves, the illumined and shadowed parts of

And, yes, it is also a dance with more than a single

her being -- all sliding one into the other like waves in a

misstep. There is no one right way to do it and so you

slant of sunlight. An awkward dancer who is true to

practice alignment with your image of what the dance is

herself may be the better one after all in her ability to be

supposed to be -- at least to you. And the greater part

her whole, vulnerable self; in her inability to be false.

of the mystery is that you dance with a hidden, inner

The best, most masterful dancers, the memorable ones,

partner representing all those parts of yourself that are

never lose this quality of vulnerable individuality. No

yet unknown to you.

matter how good, their souls are never submerged by
perfection.

The beauty of dance, like all arts, is not in the pure
technique, not in how flawless or technically brilliant the

The secret is this: in the dance of our inner light and

dance becomes, but what comes through in the human

dark we all become part of an outer light and and outer

performance. The dance is always more than what we

darkness; sun and moon, midnight and dawn. This

see: what has been choreographed and rehearsed. The

connection makes the dance a cosmic and spiritual

dance also reveals the dancer's private human story and

thing. Beyond time and space, the dance is a part of

individuality, her deeper range of impulses, thoughts,

our nature and also a part of Nature itself.

images, intuitions and feelings. They flicker across her
face and give their life to the sway of her body. The

The dance is both personal and universal and, just so, it

dance is about her as uniquely someone. These aspects

is also a fragile thing. Truly, we can make from our

come forward bidden by the music in the moment, and

freedom such rare beauty, inner and outer, and yet just

often only slightly channelled by the attractive illusions

as truly, we can also reject the dance of who we are,

and rhythms of art.

losing ourselves to the shadows on the long road home.
The dance is always an opportunity and always a risk.
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10 The Long Road
Someone I knew ran off this highway late one night

If the "someone I knew" had called me on his drive

returning home. He had been drinking and died in the

home across the desert, I would have said, "Get off the

accident that everyone knew wasn't one. I didn't know

highway as soon as you can. Don't let the long road get

him that well, but well enough to be very sorry. Those

to you. You've done fine things in your life and have

who knew him wondered if maybe they had been

more to do. Other people care for you. Lean on them

responsible. Anyone could have said more to him,

a little. You are trying to handle the despair in your

asked better questions and listened. And the truth may

heart all alone. I'll keep talking until you get to a

be that if he knew he was going to die that night, he

motel." It's what survivors do: imagine what they

might have even fantasized about the regrets his death

could have said or could have said differently after the

would cause others. A pattern with suicidal people is to

person is gone.

imagine how others will feel after they are dead. It is a
common way for disguised anger and self-pity to show

There was one other lesson I remember from suicide

themselves.

prevention training. You can't feel guilty. If a person
really wants to take their own life, they'll find a way.

As a young man in training for my profession, I

You can't stop them, no matter how good you are at

volunteered at a suicide prevention center, answering

connecting. This is what it means when a person has

phones in the middle of the night. I still remember the

been wholly swallowed up by their own internal wounds

two most important things I was taught to give the

and has lost contact with any guardian angels, inner or

people who called: limits and support. Limits on doing

outer.

harm: "Put the pills away. Think about how this will
affect your kids for the rest of their lives." Support for

We have a responsibility to help each other not let it get

the person: "You are good and deserve to live and have

so bad. Human love may not hold the perfection of

a good life." Boundaries and care.

what is divine, but sometimes it's still enough to help
what is best in us remember itself and survive.

30
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11 Guardian Angels
Well, you can choose to trust in them or not. It's said they

We do need to think more as communities and less as

get their energy from being believed in and that they live

individuals and there are good signs of this coming. We

in service, animated by the evolutionary ideal of ongoing,

have big challenges in the world: environment, social

conscious contact with humanity.

needs, poverty, disease, wars, terrorism. So we need to pull
together, finding as families, as neighborhoods, as nations

It is a cynical world. Who needs these mythic creatures?

that we belong together in solving these challenges.

How will they actually save my marriage or show up
positively in performance against the bottom line? Or get

And behind all of this work, well, I believe there is

me out of my physical pain? And yet, if you are going to

something we need to place our trust in. Can you name

be genuinely alive and deal with the truth in your life and

it? Can you call it forth? Is it subject to time and space,

your work, the truth perhaps about an organization or

or does it simply appear at the horizon-line of possibilities?

about your relationships or about your body, can you

And where do those possibilities, imagined as they might

really face the risks that naturally go with that aliveness

be, come from? Is it all just conditioning or is there latent

without some kind of resource beyond who you now are?

in each one of us the possibility of break-through? In
personal, or social, or organizational terms, this is also

The individualist, masculine answer is "Yes, I can do it all

known as inspiration -- the process of seeing forward, finding

alone." But when I look at families and look at

hope. And hope, perhaps, always depends on an angel.

organizations, at the accumulation of bad ideas about
people, I wonder if this conviction is getting us anywhere.

There have been times, difficult moments, I confess, when

Our lives at home and at work are often still filled with

I have felt, at least symbolically, the touch of a hand or

"undiscussables." Our communities, including our nations

heard a wing-beat that reminded me who I am and what

as a whole, are too often fraught with both contentious

I must do. In that touch, however evanescent, hope came,

conflicts and the avoidance of the real issues. And yet we

and so, even in the cold moments I have learned to wait

go on saying, "I'm just fine. I can do it alone." We

for it. If the window is dark at this instant, I have

pretend being separate is being stronger, better -- but

learned to simply stay there. I have learned to trust the

maybe what we actually believe is that it's all we deserve.

angel, for the angel always returns.
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12 Breaking Through Ourselves
Is there any genuine insight that does not represent a

between the two through the use of virtual reality

breakthrough of ourselves? Isn't all insight a breaking out of

technologies, and he holds a number of important patents in

who we were to find another, truer identity waiting for us?

this area. But this is not his being. His true purpose is to

The I Ching, that 3,000 year-old book of Chinese wisdom,

bring love into the world. His work reducing the interface

says it best:

is only an emblem for how he himself has grown into the
invisible. And he is therefore not satisfied unless his work,

All that is visible must grow beyond itself, extend into the realm of the

which is both highly technical and highly personal, sets the

invisible. Thereby it receives its true consecration and clarity and takes

stage for solutions to the great world problems: hunger,

firm root in the cosmic order.

sickness, violence, poverty, and the environment.

This process of becoming rooted in the invisible is our quest,

Inner and outer worlds. Parker Palmer, a teacher's teacher,

our growth. The need reaches inside us, intuitively speaking

suggests these worlds are connected via a mobius strip (a

of another state of being and pulling us forward. If we

one-sided looping figure resembling an infinity sign). Our

attend, stay with the need, we are ultimately welcomed

ego-issues, our insanities and neuroticisms, our selfishness,

through an opening into the heart of a blossom, a

our bitterness must yield to larger causes in an infinite flow

breakthrough in who we believe ourselves to be. Our

of love and freedom, equity, peace and forgiveness, the

consciousness unfurls a petal at a time and as it does, insight

healing of others, nourishment and the renewal of the planet.

by insight, we become free to express our true Self in this

That is the nature of real break-through: it carries us far

world. We become the action that needs to manifest itself.

beyond our self-perceived, self-absorbed limits to join with
others in the name of human radiance and divine

I know a man who works inventively at the interface of

capability. We find our inner points of healing and learn to

humans and machines. His goal is to reduce the distance

become the outer solutions.
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13 Points of Healing

The important thing is to know what healing is. There is

It's just the way I am." I hardly notice my deflections

a place in all of us -- a difficult spot -- where something is

and dismissals -- my unconsciousness -- of the deep parts

felt that is literally unbearable. It is too simple to say

of me where unsettledness and maybe chaos still reign.

what we feel is pain. It is a kind of pain: anger,

In the end I give this place a voice, begrudgingly. This

embarrassment, despair, humiliation, fear, hurt, or a

is the voice of my low self-esteem, my dark side, my

complex arrangement of these emotions, a dark bouquet.

insensitivity. If I am clever, I go farther: this is my

And more to the point, this is a place inside ourselves we

lack of meaning, my search for Vocation, my bitterest

have learned to bypass quickly, frames from a movie put

complaint with the world -- all the stuff I pretend is

on fast forward the moment the pain begins; fast, fast

immutable in me.

forward, until the effect is only momentary discomfort,
obliquely conscious, or numbed out completely. This is

Healing comes when I resist the fast-forward button and

the door to the wound. And the wound will have its way,

I let the movie play; when I attend to my experience,

like a broken piece of glass or a metal blade swallowed at

when I name the thing I'm actually feeling, when I

an early age.

notice the specific discrepancy between my emotions
inside and the way I am projecting myself to others.

We avoid constantly the point of that blade. Others
cannot see what it means to us. I may show you only a

Healing comes when I see the falsity of my masks and

facade of arrogance when internally what has happened

recall the face beneath them. I begin to remember my

is that I switched to fast-forward in order to quickly pass

real life and start to re-locate my joy. It is someplace.

the point of a blade called humiliation. I develop a

Perhaps buried under memories of losses or worries

reputation for arrogant domination, but what I cannot

about future ones: these are my old stories and patterns

see or feel is how I became this way. Switching into

coming forward, themselves not so easy to lose. How

fast-forward has become automatic, so that I no longer

gentle and loving we must be toward ourselves at this

feel the frames of the movie that I might see if I slowed

moment, searching under a mound of old identity for a

down. And I have my explanations for all of this. "It

new spark of self-appreciation, so that one day we may

was the way I was raised. My parents did this to me.

be free enough to truly cast all the masks aside.
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Appreciation

We stood there, my friend and I, at a critical moment.

of his first life. We kept talking, especially how

Our friendship was really beginning to unfold and so

appreciation had become a theme in his career. Some

were we. He said to me, "I have a hole inside me, a

people noticed him, saw him for his great talent and

hole that connects to a whole. I'd like to plumb the

his generosity, but some did not. The ones who did

depths."

not took away the work he loved, cast him small and
eventually cast him out.

"What do you think is at the bottom?" I asked, hardly
expecting an immediate response.

What to do? These messages. These compensations.
What should any of us do knowing that we really

"A river," he replied, and playing off the title of the

cannot help another heal unless we have suffered the

well-known story, "A river that runs through us all."

same afflictions?

I couldn't argue and knew that he and I both felt its

"The river you sense is Appreciation," I said, talking

current at that moment although we stood knee-deep

to myself as much as to him. "Walk in it, feel it,

in flowers looking out over Puget Sound.

experience it, look up ahead in that underground place
and see its source." I wanted to say, "Let it heal you --

All morning I had listened to him recount his life,

you have become the very appreciation for others you

sharing the images of his mother and father. It was a

are seeking to receive." I wanted to say that to

common story of arguments and drinking, the child

myself, too.

held to standards that could not be met, the distances
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among them all growing, his father's spiral down and

A mirror to my own thoughts, he said: "If you spot

in and his eventual death. Lack of appreciation for

it, you've got it," a line from a seminar he had once

my friend, the son, had been a major theme. And so

attended. If you can see it in someone else, you must

he had grown up to become someone whose gift was

already possess it in yourself. And now we both also

connecting with others and appreciating them, the

heard it in the rush of the river tugging and spiraling

positive picture printed from the negative background

at our ankles and saw it in the faces of the flowers.
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How Unfolding Happens

Unfolding is the process of both becoming and

Have you ever fallen in love? Because in the falling

transcending ourselves (there is no difference between

there are moments when all three are projected onto

the two). Our leadership depends on this unfolding, lest

intimate connection with the beloved.. We think, at

we use ego instead to get what we want -- and the use

first, that she or he or human love is the answer. But,

of ego, while part of life, can be a dangerous thing for

in truth, no human partner can ever deliver enough of

us and for the world. If we all use ego to get what we

these qualities to grant us the path of our true

want, we will all live with scarcity, competition, power

unfolding -- and we are forced to go on looking.

and pride -- and the violence that follows.
No, instead you and I must find the source of all
There is another way. Unfolding depends on these

unconditional love through whatever inner "angel"

three things: real love, real trust, and real acceptance.

appears. And we, on our own, must risk our own

Much of life is spent hungering for them and looking

opening, dropping all masks, and allowing ourselves to

for them in others while denying them in ourselves. I

walk free from a cave of unknowing and speechlessness.

run from accomplishment to accomplishment, from job

We must grant ourselves our own good lives,

to job, from conflict to conflict, from challenge to

compassionately, whether we are at the beginning or

challenge, from partner to partner searching for a way

end of the journey. We must find our own peace.

out of the fundamental separateness and loneliness of
not being able to find these three things.

Luckily, we can help each other. We can demonstrate
these qualities outwardly to others through our work
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Real love means directly experiencing love that is

and we can also help one another find them directly

unconditional. Real trust means nurturing radical

and personally. Our relationships can have this sacred

openness and vulnerability in order to welcome in what

purpose. Then the unfolding comes, offering true

is totally new. Real acceptance means witnessing and

leadership, shared leadership, and reflecting those true

embracing your whole self, with all your strengths and

sources of the world's transformation, which are

flaws, being yet unfinished but perfectly okay.

silence, beauty, timelessness, and community.
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Silence

Have you ever wondered what it is that wakes us up?

us, that is not self-created, but given. Some say this is

Usually, we think of it as noise: the alarm clock, the

the angel or another name for God. I hold Silence

garbage truck, someone walking in the rooms above

itself to be the first aspect of the divine.

us. But there is another kind of waking that comes
from noticing the Silence, a stillness that lives behind

Silence silences us in favor of itself and in doing so we

and between the sounds we hear. Our noise is not just

are finally able to see the dimensions of the noise that

the external noise, of course, but the internal noise, the

inhabits our brains and bodies. Silence is the larger

voices that keep us awake at night and put us to sleep

field totally beyond ourselves. It is a turning point, a

during the day, the songs that roll through memory

cape rounded in our small boats into the sheltering

hour after hour, the words of adulation or criticism

cove where there is safety and there is peace. Even

from the parents we still carry inside us.

though the storm clouds dusted by last light remind us
of the night ahead, we can stop worrying.

Noticing the noise, we can walk through an open door
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into another room and from that room walk into a

In that Silence we may still hear the waves of the

garden, and in the garden find a place to sit by a quiet

world lapping against the sides of our boats, but gently

pool at its very center. That pool is Silence. How did

so, and behind that gentleness only quiet and subtle

we find our way here? For surely it is not always us

transformation. We are held on the waters, at least

finding the pool but the pool itself that finds us.

for now, and know that whenever death comes --

Sometimes it is through moments of ecstatic pleasure,

whether our final physical death or the death of some

sometimes through moments of uncompromising pain.

part of our life -- it is only Silence taking us deeper

Behind the pleasure, no matter how good; behind the

into itself and into the very core of ourselves to find the

pain, no matter how bad, is a something that discovers

essence -- pure being.
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Beauty

In his famous poem, Archaic Torso of Apollo, Rainer Maria

When I was little, each Spring I would leap the brook

Rilke perfectly expresses the energy that beauty brings.

behind my house and race up into the woods behind,

Looking at the stature carved centuries before, Rilke

searching for two beautiful flowers: trilliums and bleeding

discovers: "You must change your life." For beauty

hearts. The trilliums I knew as three-petalled flowers like

takes us beyond the edges of everything we know and

small white iris; the bleeding hearts as delicate pink or

reminds us of all we could be, the life we have not yet

purple blossoms, heart-shaped, each on a separate stem

given ourselves. It reminds us of the best and the most

leaping out of low-growing feathered greenery. The

poignant moments of our lives thus far, moments that

trilliums were never to be picked because it was said that

may not be the same as those showing up in our formal

once picked, the flower would not return for seven years.

worldly dossiers of accomplishment.

So that is beauty, isn't it? You cannot own it or pluck it
from its spot, lest it not return. And bleeding hearts;

Beauty pulls us beyond an edge and we follow after it no

they, too are symbols of beauty. Their name is pathos.

matter where it leads, whether through thickets of fire or
across cold deserts. Beauty compels us toward

So beauty, as defined by the flowers, is an unpossessable

transcendence, inciting passion. If only we understood

pathos that rises naturally out of the dead leaves of a

how deeply our addictions are based on this most

former season to herald the coming of new light and

impatient passion and how false those roads can become;

warmth. It is what gives the suffering of the winter past

whether money, drugs or sexual experiences, power or

its meaning and reveals the deeper message in all winters,

accomplishment. Underneath them all, the true road still

that they come to an end. Beauty, pushing up through

lies toward communion and intimacy, toward the beauty

old grief, can always be found in the new beginning that

that is our inner Twin, the half of ourselves we have yet

magically appears. And each new beginning reminds us

to discover.

of what yet we must awaken in ourselves.
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Timelessness

As time goes by we learn, we age. We can become

does the healing. It isn't distance from events that

more capable of reflection simply because we have

reduces our pain so much as their essential emptiness in

more past to reflect upon. And yet our own history,

the face of infinity, just as we forget for a moment our

no matter how much of it there is, cannot be more

ego illnesses while contemplating the stars. Each

than a drop of water from the sea of timelessness that

moment is timelessness itself, bringing forward our

surrounds us.

solace. The contemplation of what is timeless can
often ease the heart's anguish by reminding us how life

When we first awaken as children, time is new and

is evanescent, and in fact, looking into these two eyes,

stiff. Not yet broken-in by consciousness, we notice

timelessness and transience, we see they belong to the

time because it intensely characterizes our first

same beautiful and universal face.

experiences: a whole afternoon to play in the forest;
fifteen minutes of eternity in church. Later, time

If Silence brings us to the place of transformation,

becomes the boundary of our work and our lives: what

Timelessness is what wets the seed of rebirth. One day,

we can get done; what moments we have to rest. We

new consciousness remembers its ancient origins and

can become its slaves. But if we are lucky, we begin to

the two melt into one another. What is here now is

take charge and we choose to slow down, reclaiming

meant to be from the beginning. It is the timeless flow

time -- our time -- so that it gradually ceases to be a

of the present nourishing a destined transformation.

whirlwind thrashing against us as we gallop our horses
at full speed. We slow down and stop. We lean forward

What is timeless happens. It is like walking up a long

from our saddles into this moment called now, listening.

trail through a jungle. The air is heavy and hot and
we wonder if it is possible to find our illusive
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We listen to the wind, also a river, to learn our own

destination. Ah, but then, the path unexpectedly bends

secrets. Time, it is said, is a healer, but I prefer to

and we find a cool stream pouring from stones high

think instead that it is the timelessness that actually

up, placed perfectly for us. Indeed, why go farther?
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Community

Community is my friend Kim's wedding. You can

No human individual finds her or his destiny alone. In

literally see the energy that was there from this picture.

part, perhaps, we are wounded for exactly this reason.

I've never heard so much laugher, eaten so well, felt such

So that we are meant to help one another search the

a sense of union take place with such happiness. And

causes of our daily suffering, and guide each other's

what about her two friends who learned the accordion

survival and pursuit of full realization. We help draw

just so they could lead the throng in singing a celebratory

one another forth from the changes that we choose to

chorus of That's Amore! That was a night.

make in our lives and the ones imposed upon us.
Whatever rebirth comes needs the gentle attention of

Community is weddings, childbirths, funerals; it's serious

friends to help us unfold the colors within our wings.

dialogue and spontaneous celebration, wise words from
an old friend and wise words from a child. Whoever is

Community holds us when we cannot love or trust or

born or reborn of the timeless night into human existence

accept ourselves. It is our mirror; our mentor, our way

comes here, into this room of people for good or ill. The

of beginning to see more in ourselves because others have

task of that baby is to replace the love felt

already seen that "more" in us. Community, in its best

unconditionally in other, more spiritual realms with our

sense, is our attempt on earth to re-create the real contact

conditioned love. Community is all of us trying our best

of spirits that may be in heaven. It weds what is divine

to love each other as much as we love ourselves.

in us to what is human. It weds us together forever as
soul-friends and soul-mates.

Community is disclosing and witnessing our lives
together; the effort to turn conflict into synergy; the act

Socially, politically, individually, no wholeness exists

of building and drinking deep of the water from a

without it. And that is why the shared act of forming

common well. It is our art, our music, certainly our

and leading community in so sacred and so vital. At its

theater. And it is the explicit, conscious use of our gifts

core community contains the magical processes called

serving something greater. Community is our

birth, and re-birth, welcome, and completion.

outpouring.
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20 The Outpouring of Love

Perhaps you have seen his or her face. The Twin we all

suffering; to understand how to witness; to stand up for

search for. The Beloved. The True Friend. Perhaps

the love that is the cornerstone of why we came here.

you have been lucky enough to find this person in

Can you, in the midst of your loneliness, your suffering,

human form and hold him or her close to you for a

be an outpouring of love for others? Can you let the

time...maybe a lifetime. If you have, then you know

double-blossoms of truth and care burst out of the dry

the full outpouring of love that can come from a well-

rocks of your own pain? As Pema Chödrön, the

spring deep within us, that touches the lost memories of

Buddhist writer, asks, Can you let life make you softer,

our birthright in a universe that nurtures all beings into

not harder? Can you let the wild winds blow through

becoming themselves.

that hollowed out reed that you have become, turning a
storm into a gentle tune at sunrise? Can you stand in

But even if you have not been so lucky to find your

the furnace of worldly desire long enough to become the

Twin in this world and there is suffering in your heart,

pure glass blown by the mouth of God?

you are not alone. There are many forms of love and
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we can transfer our need for connection and contact

We go from stage to stage as love deepens our

with that one, to the many. We are hollowed out by

capacities, as it carves through the mountains, using

experiences and it behooves us to keep the portal open

time to create its own channels, some of which pass

wide, though the stretch may seem some days to kill us.

through and beyond us into the Unknown. We stretch

Loneliness burns, burns away everything that says there

out our hands to welcome all of what our lives bring us,

is only one way to live. It transforms us with its solitudes

different though it may be from our pictures of how we

and empty rooms into people who know how to give

thought things should go. We stretch out our hands as

ourselves to others wisely and well, to notice others'

life pours down and around us and away.
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21 Through the Waterfall

Looking out through the waterfall from behind, the view

walked along a country road one afternoon. Seventeen

is not radically different, but the sound changes to a

years later the weight of this promise had become

deeper thrumming as the water tumbles down into its

unbearable, and so she sat quietly and talked to her dead

sacred pool. Just as the color white combines all other

son about it. He told her she hadn't needed to make the

colors so the white noise of the waterfall contains all other

promise; he had always known she loved him. His voice

sounds: children laughing, singing, symphonies, traffic,

was still in the waterfall, making it easier to hear

old men haggling over their cards, a childbirth, a mystic

within herself.

voice telling us again and again to find our choices, our
destinies, our wisdom, and our transformations.

There are other "waterfalls," ones made of light that
stream into our hearts, minds, and spirits spreading

The energies of the water are at once powerful and

outwards through our bodies. Some have learned to heal

gentle, centering us. The mind bows to it by calming

by channeling some of this energy through their hands.

down and letting go, as if the sound of the waterfall was

The waterfall, recognized or not, is there for anyone,

what we have always needed in order to best hear our

waiting only to be received.

own best thoughts and feelings.
In the darkness of our lives, the inner light may as yet go
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Can you sooth yourself? Can you allow the water

unseen. But this is not something to lose heart about.

flowing through you to cool down the burning weight of

For darkness is what births us. Light and dark are as

your aloneness? Can you let it extinguish yearning,

necessary to one another as people are to one another.

sadness, unbearable grief? A woman I know made a

Pure light and pure dark are the first marriage. Look

promise to work as a leader in the field of substance

into any field of lilies and see in them the shape and

abuse. She made the promise to her four-year old son

textures of all possibilities. Light and dark birth every

who had been run down by a drunken driver as he

form we know, and every form we don't.
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22 The Darkness of Our Lives

The darkness

We are prone to think of darkness as negative; as dark

of our lives

emotions: anger, self-pity, sorrow, disappointment,

holds us

depression. But these are only a few threads in the

so devoted

larger tapestry. These are also the deep crimson

nourishes us

threads, the burnt golds, and the royal blues, all the

until everything is ready

dark shades that are our mysteries, incompletions,

until the yin of night

unseen rhythms and cycles, our creative moods,

becomes the yang of day

however obscure. Darkness is also sleep, a place of

and the light declares us.

rest. And it can be a pregnant or ambiguous time
where perfect discernment is impossible -- but coming.

If you want beauty at dawn and sunset you must have
both darkness and light, noticing how each is necessary

Darkness more than anything else is waiting, the

to the other's presence.

gradual weaver of time. Waiting can be a very
difficult, thing to do. And yet without it growth is

Darkness is the sea that gives birth to us, that holds

impossible. Things must gestate, a sacred process

our most formative dreams, that feeds our unspoken

which allows knowledge, structure and pattern to

possibilities. An acquaintance who was shot on a

reveal themselves without force, through happenstance,

battlefield in Vietnam lay unconscious in a trench for

organic process, synchronicity and patient discovery.

many hours. At some point he felt himself float

Waiting is watching the night, humbled by the

forward in his dark inner spaces until a bright city

countless stars until a spark, a meteor, cuts a new path

came into view, but still a long ways off. Suddenly

across the face of the sky. Darkness is the mother of all

hands were lifting him toward the city and he felt safe.

that is truly creative in us. It holds us both in tension

And then he awoke and called for help. Darkness is

and in comfort, itself creating the ripe moment, the

those hands lifting us toward consciousness, toward

time that could be no other, the moment when there is

birth, and rebirth and home, a bright city.

the unexpected flash and awareness is born.
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The Light that Declares Us

The Light

the palm of the upturned hand, making every pore

that declares us is

and vein visible.

divinity:
the Goddess

Light is what awakens us from sleep, unconsciousness,

and God

blindness. It is insight; what cuts through: the trail of

in action.

the meteor that suddenly appeared and disappeared

Who can deny it?

into darkness; what first strikes the damp wings of the
butterfly emerging from its cocoon, an explosion of

I walk across the the mountain tops with my camera

colors.

in hand. The light on my arms prickles me with heat,
reminding me how indoor I've become. It wants to

Light is the lamp of transformation, the discovery and

transform me into something more like itself.

expression of the god or goddess Self; the greeting,
namaste which means to pay homage to the inner light

This light, this flowing brilliance that comes upon us is

in all living beings.

not self-created, but presented, appearing inside us the
way a ship from a foreign place arrives. Foreign but

Light is the furnace of sacred energies into which we

reminiscent of all origins. It comes and you have to

are at last cast, the candle-universe to which we are

open your doors, perhaps changing your concept of

drawn, circling, and into which we disappear. Light

exactly what is possible.

is the tunnel we see upon death, blasting away finally
and gratefully, all our misconceptions of ourselves.

Light is the call to life. The flashing, shining fire at

And light is what is left for us in the window,

the core: the sun. Light is exposure and definition,

reminding us we are already home.

illuminating, bathing, slanting in and down,
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highlighting all that is inescapably here. Light is

Light is what poured from the hand of the Buddha, as

goodness and warmth; suffused, reflected, held lightly in

he twirled his flower before us.
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24 A Candle-Universe
This candle-universe compels us to awaken, surpassing

if only we can see the transformation that has been

what we believe we can do, challenging all concepts,

offered all along. We were on the doorstep and didn't

ideas, models, beliefs -- all thoughts; compels us to

know it. We slept with our true form in the same bed

grow out of our shells, ourselves, break open the seed

for years but never believed it to be there.

pods, crush the grapes and make the new wine. We
awaken to a place of smooth waters and rippling light

This is what is meant by a benevolent universe, a

where a friend waits for us, and has always waited.

magnificent "odyssey of the soul" from birthright and

The loneliness of the soul draws us through the portal --

separation to rediscovered communion. The candle

the eye of the needle -- out of the soul's cocoon into this

burns, drawing us into itself.

rare garden to sit by the moving river.
It is said that Psyche, the personification of soul from
What is the secret? Love yourself.

Greco-Roman myth, is also the Greek word for

But how can I do that? Let it be done to you.

butterfly. Would that we remembered this sooner. We
are meant to transform, to unfold, meant to give

Suddenly the one you thought would never come

away the masks, destined to open our bodies, minds,

appears to you. She? He? You can do nothing

spirits and walk nakedly into the greenest valley, full of

except let your love pour forth, finding the beauty.

light. Why have we held ourselves back so from our

Your body opens, your chest fills with rare light and

exulting, authentic selves? Why have we not let

the new man or woman steps forth out of you, your

ourselves be drawn forward? Ah! We thought we had to

inner partner, the one you must love no matter what.

do something special instead of following this butterfly held so long

The candle-universe draws us through the hole in

within us!

ourselves, through all our wounds into wholeness itself,
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25 Your Soul's Path

What do you know of your own soul? Can you let it

voice". It was also a little off-key at times. But it was

out of the safe harbor of your pre-conceptions so that

as pure an expression of soul as the jazz singer's

it can sing?

exquisite melodies.

A blind woman, a jazz and blues singer who later

Our soul paths are the ones we take to find true Joy.

became quite well-known, was invited to a party of

Perhaps this means we will contradict old conditioning

friends long before fame found her. She told the story

and inner rules asking us to always be right, safe, and

of her growing up, how her blindness has caused a

prudent. But the soul knows its path. It shines before

sense of rejection, how one of her favorite places as a

us as full of life as the colors of the living water of the

girl was inside a clothes closet where she didn't have to

river. We must drink of this water or die, die a soul-

turn the light on for anyone. And then she sang, as if

death. You have seen people who have died in this

the piano she played was the only piano in the world

way; the light gone out of them; their bodies sagging

and she the very first singer. Who could have felt

and saddened or thick with boredom. And you have

anything in her presence except awe? Her gift soared

seen those who have drunk deep, for whom art is a

through all of us who listened, for our own souls were

necessary part of life and for whom living a good life

deeply touched by hers.

has become a boundless art; whose passions serve a
genuine love that in turn is a deep caress of existence

Soul isn't some magic potion, some hidden talent --

and the world; who are radiant far beyond the

though a gift may help express it. I think of a friend

measure of their age. Crones and sages we are meant

who was asked to participate in an "art share" among

to be, dancers whose bones creak as we teach the

colleagues -- a chance to show off where art had found

children those ancient movements that will bring

its way into each person's life. My friend sang the

heaven and earth together once again.

hymn she wanted sung at her funeral. It was in "full
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26 A Caress of the World
My grandfather was a part-time orchardist and a

its walls, just tilting my mind enough to clearly

part-time painter. This was during the Great

recognize the presence of that special power.

Depression when being a good water colorist still
meant a chance to paint for the covers of well-known

When you grab hold of your own life-force, your inner

magazines. One family legend is that he would sell the

Desire to live -- and transmute it, transfigure it, release

brown bag lunch made for him by my grandmother

it -- into something that is in service to the world, to

on the street so that he could buy more paints.

humanity and to what is divine -- then surely the right
flow will find you and you will join that flock of birds.

He said this: "If you want to know what colors go

When you reshape your own suffering into

together, you only need to look as far as nature, for

contribution, learning to love unselfishly; when you

there all colors combine gracefully." The blues of the

welcome the hand of the sculptor to make of you who

sky and the greens of the river, for example, make

and what you are meant to be, there comes a point

together a fine turquoise that reminds me of the

where you know that there is really only one Vocation,

hundred year-old Navajo bracelet I often wear.

which is to love the world and to offer it in whatever
way you can your own caress. That is your gift, your

There is special power in us, power we do not

genuine power, the touch of your own birthright.

understand. If you go to the Grand Canyon and look

Don't let your wisdom stay locked away.

into the walls of stone you see formations that seem to
evoke ancient storehouses of a wisdom left for us but

Caress is a simple word meaning a gentle, loving

not yet tapped. It is a holy place, where what you

touch. Perhaps this is the only thing required of us in

send out into the air above the canyon feels likely to

order to save ourselves and the world. Caress comes

come back ten-fold. Light begetting light; darkness

from latin for "dear," a feeling, yes, but better said, an

and emptiness begetting dawn. One day I watched as

energy that may be central to the very flow of nature,

a flock of mountain blue birds flew not parallel to the

holding us and the other right colors together, just as

canyon floor but straight up out of the canyon against

we are meant to be.
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Your Birthright

Long we have struggled to define what the birthright of a

once picked up in the dream fell out into my hands as a

human being may be. What is it that we bring with us

miraculous necklace of silvers and golds, studded with

into this world and will leave still carrying, realized or

stones and gems that glowed with true magic and deep

unrealized?

memory. I lifted it over my head and where it slid down
and touched my face, there I felt a moment of

Well, isn't it our own unique completion? We come

overwhelming ecstasy. It felt like a kiss. That necklace,

unknowingly whole into this wild world and wake up to

my birthright, flashing its brilliances like images of a

our child's consciousness already having given away our

home I had forgotten, was mine alone. It spoke of a

memories of what came before. It is said that we forget

gateway and a garden that I might visit anytime to find

our foretold gifts as we get closer to the moment of being

the deepest patterns of my own life, my own truest story.

born in the world, and it is only through community,
through the insight of others, that we re-awaken to these

A dream perhaps, but if not, what then? If my greatest

gifts. This amnesia is simply the first stumbling block

fear is of being alone, or of death, or failure, then surely

among many, so that we are required to search for our

this is the only medicine that will do. For it is another

once-whole selves, perhaps never finishing the quest.

world letting me know that a passage still exists, that

Meanwhile our birthright lies both behind us and before

nothing is ever lost, and what I brought with me is still

us, although we cannot always see it as a constantly living,

intact and complete; that in any day of sorrows, I may

renewing aspect of Self.

return here to reclaim the wisdom that is a constant flow
between the worlds. I am free to find this portal, this

It is not enough to say our birthright is love or freedom,

dawn, this kiss, the thing without which I might never

or to be happy. It must be an experience, or rather a "re-

know who I am. Remembrance of this is what we bring

experiencing." Even if it comes in a dream, as it did for

forward, life upon life, birth upon death.

me. It arrived in the form of a small shiny object that
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Your Own Truest Story

Your own truest story is the story of the child inside

When I find the child, sharing fully in the delight and

you. Do you remember what paths this child followed

terrors of the world, a quiet may come over me like

into the forest? Smelling every new leaf and fern and

that found near a campfire, watching the sparks drift

flower, tasting the textures of sunlight and shadow,

upward into impenetrable night. The child, tired, curls

touching the light quick step of the the gleaming stream,

just inside my jacket and my dreams. Perhaps this child

running through the bright grass that still holds in its

is truly what dreams my life, writes my poems, is the

arms the last leaves of the forgotten year.

one fully arrested by life: Here is a fine place to sit and
watch the sea; here is a place to become the sea. Here I

Do you remember how the child felt, an ecstatic

watch light slip away from the mountains; here I am

outpouring of joy, rolling in the field with laughter, or

the mountains. Here I feel a broad river of wind sweep

serene in the private space beneath the blackberry

down through through the grasses and trees of the

thicket? Or lonely at the edge of the playground where

winding canyon. Here I am that wind. And I watch

others made a game.

as my world ripples away from me, rippling in and out
of time and consciousness, filled with patterns of truth,

For the rest of our lives we carry these children, and are

change, dying, and being reborn.

caught fulfilling their wishes and wants and desires.
When we are not in touch with them, we lose something

Such is my truest story, a story told by a child to other

vastly important within ourselves. At the very least we

children who can still delight in the beauty of the world.

lose the love we are meant to feel for them and their

I am father to this child, as he is father to me.

lives inside us.
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29 Both Father and Mother
They made us. Yet some part of us is always an

the real catalyst. We are the ones who press out from

orphan. A part of us treads water. A part of us is

darkness, and with new consciousness, create new light.

tired of the assaults of our past. Only the open space

We are the transcenders, the finders, the fulfillers. We

on the hill, the single wind-struck tree and those infinite

are the ones who transform. Ourselves. Our world.

clouds can soothe us. Nature is also our parent.

Our Being. Our nature.

Nature does not need our suffering. Nature does not

We are the parents of a New World. Do you wish to

need our discontent. Nature is our home, and in the

join? To do so does not mean you become something

event our lives began with dysfunction, terror, or

you do not wish to be. There are no demonstrations

pain, Nature is still there, our sanctuary and garden,

in the square, unless you want to demonstrate. There

our joining of heaven with earth.

are no commitments to action, unless you want to
commit. There are no memberships, unless you wish

Thich Nhat Hanh, the Vietnamese visionary, asks us

to join.

to be responsible to all generations, those stretching
into the past and those stretching into the future.

This is about the way the world could be, and in every

Whatever our situation, we can begin to re-direct

corner of our lives, there is a possibility. In every

some part of our possibilities. Yes, we could be hurt

corner of our being, is another Friend. What do we

from taking the risk to stretch into our world-creating

have? Silence, Beauty, Timelessness, our Community.

powers. But if we do not, who will? We are the world

These are our "assets," our truths.

creators. We are the ones who can help sustain this
planet, this quest, this integration of our own healing

What will you give your life to? What will you die

and recovery with the healing and recovery of the

for? My answer, mine alone, is this: A better world,

world. We are the cutting edge, the point of change,

one we can see, touch, taste. One that is ours. One
that is loving and one that is free.
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Joining Heaven and Earth

The challenge is no less than joining Heaven and

consciousness, the damage we have done to the planet.

Earth, which means to create a humanity that is a

And then, also, beside this great expression of the

partner, that is sustained by and helps sustain the deepest

external life, picture everything from inside us; our

patterns of the universe. The challenge is leaning into

conditioning, our barriers, hopes, dreams, regrets,

the love we have been given, trusting these patterns,

wishes, and all the wounds within. We must wait for

re-creating society in the name of wholeness, and

the tide to roll across it all, sweeping everything aside.

finding peace.
We must sit by the water for a time, waiting for
All this requires a true Intention that brings diverse,

wisdom, waiting until we have been touched by what

sometimes conflicting energies together in a common

is larger and pervades everything. Or more apt as an

crucible. Our job is alchemical, turning old metals

image, we must risk occupying a cocoon of our own

into new gold. We must find an intimate communion

making, giving time for the butterfly to awaken; a

with others, witnessing and sharing in the lives of our

cocoon from which a personal truth and a societal one

fellows, our mates, our friends. We must discover a

may emerge, the twin wings of a single creature. We

presence and ignite a passion far greater than

accept our responsibilities for making a new world.

ourselves. We must learn to understand our own and

We join Heaven and Earth inside us first so that we

one another's hearts and how they join like so many

may then help join them in our outer lives.

small streams into a river of stories that forms a
society, into a sea of stories that becomes a world.

This is the work that returns us from the separations
we were all born to. We are not fated to be alone.
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How shall we accomplish this task? First, by laying

Rather, we are destined to create a new notion of

out everything we know. At low tide, we must

compassionate, enduring humanity and community.

describe what we know of the world, the evolution of

We join Heaven and Earth by joining one another.
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31 Cocoon
There are times when my own changes and

always wildly awake, struggling with new proteins and

transformations have demanded incredible patience.

compounds; not sleeping but already flying down a

After bouncing off the walls trying to make things right

torturous path of fiery creation, hanging low over the

something else begins to happen. I become wrapped in my

caldron, spiraling out where everything of pain had to be

own reflections, and I have had to face myself, becoming

held like a lantern, like a bonfire, burning away every

for awhile my own cocoon. A cocoon is a current life, a

scrap of old being. Often all I could do was long for snow

darkened space that just needs to hang, waiting for the

and the coldest river to temper new discoveries blazing

birth that is to come. Perhaps in my best moments of

inside me. And the change was never finished until an

waiting through these inner changes, I have already felt

extraordinary love truly reached my core and a real

the fine threads and veins of unformed, future wings,

transfiguration revealed its inner blossom. Often that

nuances of bright colors already showing through.

moment has come only as an angel reaching out to touch
me: silent and beautiful, timelessly, mercifully loving.

I have never found a way to rush this process. I have had
to learn to hold an empty space into which a new

When the butterfly at last emerges, it means I can finally

creature, after all the travails of birthing, would come to

separate from my past ways of seeing. And then I often

be. Nothing could be hurried, and I also knew the one

also see again what it means to be the product of my own

that finally emerged would have to rest, letting new wings

inner exile: a spirit-change from the Source. Then, only,

dry before attempting flight. I have learned to stay,

have I escaped gravity to return home -- to the future,

mastering the pain.

flying. I return with my new wings, truly mine from the
very beginning, emblazoned with the veins, images, and

I believe this is also a way a truer self can be revealed.

colors of all my past sufferings, and with love in my heart

The curtain has always hid an exquisite, if excruciating

for the one who found me as I struggled within my

gift. The caterpillar was never asleep, you know, but

cocoon.
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32 When Love Reaches the Core
I am a spiral moving outward, moving inward. The

At the core, love is our power, no matter how humbly

movement outward is to find my connections in the world.

expressed -- by planting trees, helping others financially,

The movement inward is to connect with the primary

speaking out against discrimination or injustice, or by

earth of my own being. That earth has lived in darkness,

transforming the values that guide our corporations. Love

an unknown place for my entire life, perhaps even longer

is our power, and we cannot do these things effectively

-- part of my reincarnations.

with anger or bitterness still at heart. If we try, these
emotions will simply become ever more embedded in our

As long as that earth has resided in darkness and has not

world. They become our world, the source of the very

been joined by the light, my search must continue and my

thing we are trying to cure within ourselves. The war

inner home cannot be found. The light of my own

outside ourselves, the hunger outside ourselves, the

knowing must warm that inner earth with its power and

destruction of nature outside ourselves -- these are all

presence. Then earth can reply to nurture the gift of life,

mirrors of the condition of humankind within. Love is

which is love. As love begins to grow within my core, an

our power, but only after it has truly reached into us, been

entire kingdom seems to reawaken from sleep.

born in us, and lives each day in us, a presence many
would say is holy, that uses us up for its regenerative

Our common world right now seems to need that re-

purposes. At last, we find the beauty in all things.

awakening. It needs our leadership, for we have grown
too passive, too wounded to help. We feel too powerless,

Love is the first and last strength needed by the world and

too fatalistic, too alone. Our problems have ceased to

for all that has been written, it remains the greatest of

become our teachers; we simply want to avoid them, and

mysteries. We know it only by its actual presence in our

when we turn away from them, we also turn away from

lives, invisible as the air, and as necessary for our survival.

ourselves.

And necessary for our transformations, too -- as
individuals and as a partners to our dear planet.
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33 At Last, the Beauty

I am listening to rain falling on the canopy of maple

the very center it seems to be nothing at all, nothing

leaves above my head. Nearby, a stream plashes

that can be named.

down to join another and another, until their river
joins the endless waters of the world. Beauty, wisdom,

What strange stories I have told myself about who I

and power are everywhere around me while I occupy

am, when in truth these stories are just that: fictions

a still center-point among the many cycles of return. I

that prevent me from seeing the way things really are.

cherish the moment.

My wounded convictions: isolation and yearning, my
sense of being an outcast, my humiliations,

At the edge of each wound, beauty comes, the healer,

powerlessness, inadequacy -- these are all my fictions,

with its uncanny medicine. We all find holes in our

my own most turbulent river that has kept me from

hearts, and for each one, another discovery, another

the prize of my own being.

gift, if beauty is allowed to work her magic there. So
let not these wounds destroy us. We have only to take

And, ah, now I know the raft of the true Self is always

another step in the inevitable journey: from raindrop,

nearby to take me across the darkness and into the

dew-drop, or star-fall to become an ocean glittering

beauty. For I am no longer the ferryman; that was a

with the lights of a renewed humanity.

fiction, too, founded on the most subtle convictions of
separation. I am no longer the one who has learned to

At last, the beauty overcomes me, the beauty of Being

row others across the river as an unconscious mirror

itself. It brings me to tears in its poignancy. Yet at

of his disbelief in himself. Look. His own raft has
finally been cut loose and the ferryman himself is free.
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34 No Longer the Ferryman

I take this as my symbol: this raft of Self upon which

We failed our paradise

I will embark into the rest of my life and across all the

but fell into the arms

wildness of the world. I know I may trust the raft,

of much deeper love.

wherever it takes me, whatever shores I reach,

Years after hate

whoever's hand I take in gratitude and friendship.

discovered light
filled our common air.

My leadership depends on this raft of Self. I know I

Our dreams became as linden trees,

must have my raft before I can help others find theirs,

blossoming sweet silence

before together we can learn to fish the deep salt sea or

into our souls from theirs.

sail to points unknown. This world is a good place,

We failed old friendships

and we can make it so much better if only we help one
another find our sufficiency and our greatness.

but remorse changed
to ripened wheat beneath the sun.
How we deprived ourselves

The future is before us, gently rocking on a vast sea of

when once with malice we mistook

time in the dawn light. I watch the unending dance of

ourselves for outcasts

the wind sweeping here and there across the widening

from all that's nobly human.

waters. I watch the far clouds once held low against

But now our grief's no more

the islands rise and evaporate in the caressing warmth

than a harvest we ordained.

of the autumn sun. I hear the stray calls of the birds
overhead. And I recall a foreshadowing poem I wrote

We left our longing once
and did not come back again.

thirty-eight years ago, when I was eighteen:
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